Abstract-In clustering algorithm of wireless sensor networks, to solve the problem of excessive energy consumption in the cluster heads with multilevel energies, an improved reactive three level heterogeneous stable election protocol is proposed by combining the reactive routing mechanism and multilevel heterogeneous networks. In cluster heads election phase of every round, the algorithm considers the residual energy and higher initial energy of all nodes to elect an optimal cluster head. Furthermore, reactive routing mechanism is employed here to minimize the number of nodes transmitting data to the cluster heads. Simulation results show that the improved routing protocol has better performance in the network life cycle and network energy consumption than SEP, SEP-E and ESEP-E protocol respectively such that it is more suitable for dealing with the problem of multilevel energy heterogeneous sensor network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is widely considered as one of the most important technologies for the twenty-first century [1] . Over the past nearly two decades, it has been aroused great attention, including academia, industry, military and other domain. A WSN typical consists of a large number of low-cost, low-power, and multifunctional sensor nodes equipped with embedded microprocessors, radio receivers, and power components to enable sensing, computing, communication, and actuation [2] .In WSNs, the primary design goal is the effective use of energy, which becomes a hot issue in WSNs research.
A lot of routing protocols have been proposed to extend the network lifetime. According to the initial energy, different power, hardware of the sensor nodes, WSNs can be classified into heterogeneous wireless sensor networks and homogeneous wireless sensor networks [3] . In terms of saving the energy consumption of heterogeneous nodes, routing protocols can be divided into reactive routing protocol and proactive routing protocol [4] . For the proactive routing protocols, nodes continuously monitor surrounding environment and transmits sensor data at a constant rate. However, for the reactive routing protocols, only when changes happen in the sensor data can the nodes be active. Considered the network topology, the WSNs routing protocols can be categorized into flat routing and hierarchical routing [5] .The flat routing protocol bears simple structure, but it's quite difficult to build and maintain, and thereby it's suitable for small scale. Contrarily, hierarchical routing protocol has more advantages in load balancing, scalability, and energy efficiency. The typical hierarchical routing protocols lie in LEACH [6] , HEED [7] , LEACH-C [8] , etc.
In recent years, there are a wide range of researches on the routing protocol of heterogeneous WSNs. A two level heterogeneous Stable Election Protocol (SEP) consisting of two types of nodes according to the initial energy was provided [9] . The advanced nodes are equipped with more initial energy than the normal nodes and have a greater probability to become cluster head node. SEP protocol can get a longer life cycle in the two level heterogeneous WSNs, but it's still not good enough to be competent in multilevel heterogeneous network environments. Paper [10] declared a three level heterogeneous protocol called SEP-E, which is an improved protocol based on SEP and more reasonable use of the network energy. Even so, SEP-E can barely consume the normal energy to elect a cluster head when the environment changes. Meanwhile, an enhancement protocol named ESEP-E [11] was developed on the basis of SEP-E. Though ESEP-E is superior to SEP-E in the cluster head election by means of optimizing the probability, it still cannot maximize the network life cycle.
The paper proposes an improved reactive three level energy heterogeneous stable election protocol (RTL-HSEP), putting an emphasis on the analysis of the residual energy estimation and reactive routing mechanism to reduce the data transmission between nodes. RTL-HSEP fully exploits the remaining energy and higher initial energy to re-select the cluster heads, making it more viable to optimize cluster head electing and maximize the network life cycle.
II. THE NETWORK MODEL
In order to verify the performances of the proposed protocol, some assumptions for the heterogeneous network model are described as below:
(1) Nodes randomly deployed within a square monitoring area, with the location of the node unknown and the base station position fixed.
(2) WSN consists of heterogeneous nodes in terms of node energy and the base station has enough energy in comparison with other nodes in the network. The radio propagation model adopted here is similar to the one described in SEP. The energy dissipation for a node transmitting k bits data in a distance d , denoted as tx E ,
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can be defined as * + * * , ( , )= * + * * ,
( 1) where 
III. THE PROPOSED RTL-HSEP ALGORITHM
The proposed RTL-HSEP algorithm is established by combining the reactive routing mechanism and multilevel heterogeneous networks. It's composed of three different types of nodes with different level energies, which results in a difficulty to elect the proper cluster heads. Meanwhile, reactive routing mechanism is employed here to minimize the number of nodes transmitting data to the cluster heads so as to save the energy.
A. Cluster Head Election with Multilevel Energies
Among three-level heterogeneous WSNs, the nodes are categorized into advanced nodes, middle nodes and normal nodes. Here, the total number of nodes is identified as n and the initial energy for each normal node as 0 E .
Assume that advanced nodes and middle nodes both have more initial energy than the normal nodes. Let m be the fraction of the total number of nodes n , which are equipped with a times more energy than the normal nodes. We refer to these powerful nodes as advanced nodes, and b is the proportion of middle nodes to the total number of nodes n with u times more energy than the normal nodes. 
In order to make the entire network load balance, assume that advance nodes and middle nodes possess more chances than normal probability to be elected as cluster heads. Let opt p represent the optimal probability of a node to become a cluster head. The proposed algorithm should satisfy the following rules:
( 
(1 ) ( ) = * 1+ * + * ( )
(1+ ) ( ) = * 1+ * + * ( )
where opt k represents the number of optimal cluster heads, ( ) i E r refers to the residual energy of node i at round r . ( ) E r denotes the average energy of the network at round r , given by
In order to ensure that cluster head election is done in the same way as SEP, SEP-E and ESEP-E do, similar thresholds for normal nodes, middle nodes and advanced nodes, termed as nrm T , mid T , adv T respectively, are introduced. For each type of nodes, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated and thereby used to compare with the corresponding threshold value. On the condition that the random number is less than the corresponding threshold value, the associated nodes will be elected as a cluster head and broadcast messages. 
,
where G , G and G represent the set of normal nodes, middle nodes and advanced nodes that has not been elected as cluster head until now, respectively.
As a result, the average number of elected cluster head per round follows
B. Reactive Routing Mechanism
Unlike the usual routing algorithm provided in SEP, ESEP, etc., the proposed RTL-HSEP employs a different mechanism in the data transfer phase. Besides broadcasting TDMA to allocate the time-slot for all cluster members, RTL-HSEP also takes the responsibility for broadcasting the soft and hard threshold values. Hard threshold refers to the value which detected data can't exceed, and soft threshold refers to the acceptable fluctuation range of detected data. These threshold values are established and maintained periodically by cluster heads.
Cluster members are continuously detecting the surrounding environments. Once the sensor data is close to the predefined hard threshold value, transmitter is turned on and the sensor data are transmitted to cluster head. Only when conditions that sensor data is bigger than the hard threshold value and the difference between the last sensor data is not less than the soft threshold value are both satisfied, can the node be able to transmit and receive sensor data again. Meanwhile, sensor data will certainly not be transmitted to its belonged cluster head when the difference between the last sensor data is smaller than the soft threshold value. This mechanism can effectively reduce the chance for sensor node trying transferring sensor data to cluster head.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Parameters
To verify the performance of the RTL-HSEP protocol, we used MATLAB platform to implement the simulation. Simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 . The network model has n =150 sensor nodes, which are deployed randomly in a 150×150 square meters region. Base station is located in the center of the sensing region. Set initial energy 0 E =0.5J, a =2.To reduce the complexity of the simulation, the radio channel interference is not taken into consideration. The performance of RTL-HSEP is compared with SEP, SEP-E, and ESEP-E in terms of lifetime of the network and data packets the base station received. Fig. 1 plots the number of dead nodes per round and they are much less in RTL-HSEP as compared to other protocols. The number of alive nodes per round is shown in Fig. 2 and from the graph it clearly shows the advantages of RTL-HSEP over the other protocols. As can be seen from Fig. 1 and 2 , the stable period of RTL-HSEP protocol is extended greatly. It means that the network lifetime of RTL-HSEP is explicitly more than SEP, SEP-E and ESEP-E.
B. Performance Evaluation
In both Fig. 1 and 2 , ESEP-E performs better than SEP and SEP-E. But we can see that the unstable region of ESEP-E is larger than that of RTL-HSEP protocol. The reactive routing mechanism equipped in RTL-HSEP to reduce the number of nodes transmission accounts for it. It can be concluded that RTL-HSEP protocol is more suitable for heterogeneous networks and effectively extend the life cycle of wireless sensor network. Form all the discussion above, we can see that RTL-HSEP protocol is more suitable for heterogeneous WSNs than the other protocols mentioned here. One of the main challenges in the design of routing protocols for WSNs is energy efficiency due to the limited energy resources of sensors. In this paper, we propose an improved protocol RTL-HSEP. Reactive routing mechanism is employed to minimize the number of nodes transmitting data to the cluster heads so as to increase the stability period of the network .The simulation results show that the proposed RTL-HSEP protocol is more efficient, and prolong the life cycle of the entire network. However, this paper does not consider the multi-hop between cluster heads and the base station and more works need to be done further on it.
